Symptoms of fatigue and coping strategies in maritime pilotage
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ABSTRACT

Background: Little is known regarding the symptoms of fatigue that maritime pilots experience during shift work. Moreover, the strategies these individuals use to cope with the onset of fatigue are also unknown. The current study explored the symptoms of fatigue and coping strategies experienced by maritime pilots when on-shift.

Material and methods: Fifty maritime pilots were recruited via an advertisement in the national association’s quarterly newsletter (Mage = 51.42; SD = 9.81). Participants responded to a modified version of the questionnaire used with aviation pilots that assessed overall fatigue, and the symptoms pilots associated with fatigue on duty. Methods pilots used to cope with fatigue before shift and when on the bridge were also assessed.

Results: There were significant effects for pilot vitality on 4 categories of fatigue: cognitive dysfunction; emotional disturbance; mean physical effects; and sleepiness. There were no significant effects for vitality on any of the self-reported coping strategy factors.

Conclusions: The findings indicated that maritime pilots experience a variety of physical, behavioural, and cognitive fatigue symptoms when on shift. Some of these symptoms are similar to those reported by aviation pilots. However, unlike aviation pilots, maritime pilots reported utilising self-sufficient coping strategies to deal with the experience of fatigue.
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INTRODUCTION

Individuals working in high stress environments for long durations are known to experience conditions that may exacerbate fatigue and affect performance [1], with reports acknowledging that one of the most dangerous and demanding work environments is the sea [2]. Investigations of maritime industry related accidents that resulted in injury and/or death have indicated that the incidence of such accidents peaks in early morning and rises again during the evening [3, 4]. Between 50% and 90% of these accidents are attributed to human error [5]. Preliminary maritime research suggests that sleepiness, fatigue, and disruptions to circadian rhythm may have contributed to the significant accidents that resulted in maritime casualties [6]. In a review of various human factors that contribute to safety in the maritime industry it was noted that extended hours on-duty, and the total number of hours worked in 3 consecutive days, contributed to accidents that were later attributed to worker fatigue [1]. Compared to other transportation industries, fatigue is disproportionately under-researched in the maritime domain [7]. Of the available maritime literature on fatigue, the vast majority focuses on seafarers (e.g., captains, crew members [2, 7]) with very little attention paid to maritime pilots.

Maritime pilotage is a demanding occupation where pilots are required to perform complex procedures in sometimes unfamiliar working environments [8]. Specifically, maritime pilots are responsible for ensuring the safe passage of vessels into, and out of port, which is deemed a high-risk exercise [9]. These navigational tasks result in long periods of intense work that can affect routine sleep schedules [5]. As the execution of these challenging procedures occurs...
during lengthy shifts, due to commercial pressures [7], fatigue is thought to play a considerable role in pilotage performance. In particular, fatigue is thought to result in cognitive performance decrements and increased mood disturbances [10]. The potential for experiencing fatigue on shift is considerable given the demands of this occupational environment [4], including short turn-around times, increased automation, and interrupted working routines [2]. At present, there is a shortage of maritime pilot-specific research that reveals the impact of fatigue and coping on performance. Given that human error has been identified as a primary cause of most transportation related accidents [11], and that the number and size of ships in commercial waterways is increasing [9] it is critical that maritime pilotage research examines factors related to human performance.

To explain mariner behaviour and the consequences of fatigue on work performance, previous investigations have often turned to other transportation industries [4]. Specifically, maritime pilotage researchers often turn to the aviation industry for guidance regarding what factors may influence pilot performance [4] due to perceived similarities in the respective roles (e.g., highly specialised knowledge). Aviation researchers have previously demonstrated that there are many factors that contribute towards pilot fatigue, including the duration (e.g., 2–12 h), and the irregular hours of shift work (e.g., 2 am to 6 am [12, 13]). Moreover, aviation pilots also experience cognitive dysfunction, emotional disturbance, boredom, and altered sleeping arrangements when flying a long-haul flight [14]. To cope with such symptoms, aviation research has revealed that active coping, mental withdrawal, and co-worker communication were key strategies employed by pilots [14]. Collectively, this research highlights the various factors that impact on fatigue and the various strategies employed to overcome fatigue by individuals in a highly stressful and demanding occupation. Whether maritime pilots experience similar performance decrements as a consequence of task workload and duration on performance remains to be investigated.

To date, much of the available maritime literature documents the fatigue and sleepiness experienced by permanent crew members [5], not maritime pilots. Moreover, the strategies maritime pilots employ to cope with the onset of fatigue are also unknown. Therefore, the aim of the current study was to firstly compare self-reported symptoms of fatigue in maritime pilots with aviation pilots as reported by Petrie and Dawson [14]; and secondly to identify whether the coping strategies they employ to manage fatigue were consistent with aviation pilots, particularly when higher levels of fatigue were reported. It was anticipated that some differences in fatigue symptoms and coping strategies would be evident between maritime and aviation pilots due to different situational demands.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

PARTICIPANTS

Fifty maritime pilots (49 male; $M_{\text{age}} = 51.42$; $SD = 9.81$) currently employed across ports in Australia and New Zealand participated in the research study. The mean years of pilotage experience was 14.26 years ($SD = 9.62$). Approval to conduct the research was obtained from the Human Research Ethics Committee, and the research was conducted in accordance with the Helsinki Declaration (revised 2013).

MATERIALS

- **Vitality Scale.** The 9 item Vitality Scale from the short form Health Survey [15] was used to measure overall pilot fatigue. Responses were recorded on a 6-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (none of the time) to 6 (all of the time). High levels of vitality scale validity and reliability were previously reported in general and medical contexts [15].

- **Symptoms of fatigue.** Using the 10-item symptoms of fatigue checklist reported by Petrie and Dawson [14], participants rated their perceived level of fatigue on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (never) to 5 (always). According to Petrie and Dawson [14] these items collapse into 5 clusters of fatigue symptoms including: cognitive dysfunction, emotional disturbance, physical effects, boredom, and sleepiness. Examples include ‘having difficulty planning’ (cognitive dysfunction item) and ‘sore eyes’ (physical effect item).

- **Coping strategies.** The 10-item coping strategies checklist described by Petrie and Dawson [14] was used to measure work-related coping. Participants recorded coping on a 5-point Likert scale from 1 (never) to 5 (always). The 10 items again collapse into 5 clusters of coping strategies and include: energy planning, active coping, mental withdraw, crew communication, coffee drinking. Example items include ‘take things one step at a time’ (energy planning item) and ‘tell the other crew how I feel’ (crew communication item).

PROCEDURE

Following ethics approval to conduct the research, a project advertisement was placed in the national maritime pilotage association’s quarterly newsletter that included a link to the online survey. Snowball recruitment techniques were also employed using the author’s contacts in the industry. An email outlining the purpose of the research was sent to known maritime pilots in Australia from these contacts with no obligation or incentive to volunteer. Participants completed the following questionnaires in order of presentation: Vitality Scale, symptoms of fatigue, coping strategies, and participant demographics. Completion of the survey took approximately 15 min.
DATA ANALYSIS

All statistical analyses were completed using SPSS V.21 (IBM, New York). Prior to the analyses, data were screened for homogeneity and violation of assumptions of normality. Data were deemed to be homogeneous, with no violations evident. For exploratory purposes, fatigue symptoms (Table 1) and coping strategies (Table 2) are reported for each vitality quartile (i.e. mean and standard deviation [SD]). Using the factor structures presented by Petrie and Dawson (14), one-way ANOVA’s were conducted to examine the impact of fatigue (i.e. Vitality) on the reported symptoms of fatigue and coping strategies employed. The accepted significance level was p < 0.05.

Table 1. Comparison of fatigue symptoms across vitality quartiles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symptoms of fatigue</th>
<th>High fatigue</th>
<th>Moderate fatigue</th>
<th>Mild fatigue</th>
<th>Low fatigue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rank</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>Rank</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Felt sleepy</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Felt low in energy</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Miss things</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Become grouchy or irritable</td>
<td>2.58</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Feel mentally slow</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Lose concentration</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Become forgetful</td>
<td>2.58</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Become easily distracted</td>
<td>2.42</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Sore eyes</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Have difficulty planning</td>
<td>2.17</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Symptoms of fatigue presented in rank order for the whole cohort (n = 50).

Table 2. Comparison of coping strategies across vitality quartiles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coping strategies</th>
<th>High fatigue</th>
<th>Moderate fatigue</th>
<th>Mild fatigue</th>
<th>Low fatigue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rank</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>Rank</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Try and be as organised as possible</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Get up and walk around</td>
<td>3.92</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Keep busy and active</td>
<td>3.83</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Keep my mind busy and active</td>
<td>3.92</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Make an extra effort to fight fatigue</td>
<td>4.08</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Have a cold drink</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Take things one step at a time</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Keep up a conversation with other crew</td>
<td>3.08</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Eat more</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Tell other crew how I feel</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Coping strategies presented in rank order for the whole cohort (n = 50).
RESULTS

Descriptive statistics were calculated for all symptoms of fatigue, and coping strategies; with rank order of fatigue symptoms (Table 1) and coping strategies (Table 2) presented for the whole cohort (n = 50). For comparison, fatigue rankings by aviation pilots from Petrie and Dawson [14] are also included in Table 1. Table 2 depicts the rank order of coping strategies employed by pilots when on-shift and again includes aviation pilot rank order data from Petrie and Dawson [14].

There was a significant effect for vitality on Petrie and Dawson’s [14] cognitive dysfunction factors of losing concentration (F3, 49 = 3.29, p = 0.029, η2 = 0.18, 95% CI 2.32–2.60), and having difficulty planning (F3, 49 = 5.28, p = 0.003, η2 = 0.26, 95% CI 1.87–2.29); and approaching significance, becoming easily distracted (F3, 49 = 2.77, p = 0.052, η2 = 0.15, 95% CI 2.45–2.75). In terms of emotional disturbance [14], there was a significant effect for vitality on becoming grouchy or irritable (F3, 49 = 9.82, p = 0.000, η2 = 0.39, 95% CI 2.39–2.73). For physical signs and symptoms [14], there was a significant effect for vitality on feeling low in energy (F3, 49 = 5.88, p = 0.002, η2 = 0.28, 95% CI 2.66–3.02), feeling sleepy (F3, 49 = 7.47, p = 0.000, η2 = 0.33, 95% CI 2.81–3.07), and having sore eyes (F3, 49 = 3.96, p = 0.014, η2 = 0.21, 95% CI 2.06–2.54). However there were no significant effects on any of the self-reported coping strategy factors.

DISCUSSION

Little is known regarding the symptoms of fatigue that maritime pilots experience during shift work. Moreover, the strategies that these individuals use to cope with fatigue are also unknown. Previous investigations have likened maritime pilotage to aviation pilotage [4], yet no empirical research has directly compared pilotage across the two industries. While the maritime and aviation industries are very different domains, due to the perceived similarities in the respective roles, the aim of the current study was to compare self-reported symptoms of fatigue in maritime pilots when on shift against those reported by aviation pilots [14]. Results from the present study suggest that maritime and aviation pilots reported experiencing similar symptoms of fatigue. A second aim of the current study was to identify whether the coping strategies employed by maritime pilots to manage fatigue were consistent with those adopted by aviation pilots, particularly when higher levels of fatigue were reported. The findings indicated that the coping strategies employed by maritime pilots differed considerably to those utilised by aviation pilots.

Consistent with Petrie and Dawson [14], findings from the present study indicate that regardless of the amount of vitality experienced, symptoms of sleepiness and low energy levels were consistently the highest ranked fatigue symptoms by maritime pilots. As fatigue levels increased, maritime pilots were more likely report a loss of concentration, experience sore eyes, and become more grouchy or irritable. Although both maritime and aviation pilots report experiencing a range of related symptoms that affect physical and cognitive functioning, maritime pilots reported greater disruption to cognitive functioning. Specifically, maritime pilots reported missing things as a consistent symptom of fatigue, while in contrast, missing things was ranked 10 by aviation pilots [14]. This disparity may be reflective of a key difference in operational procedures between the two industries. Specifically, the aviation industry requires pilots to adhere to detailed checklists in-flight [16, 17], whereas the regulated use of checklists does not exist in the maritime industry. Overall, these results suggest that as fatigue increased, there was an observed increase in the reported physical, cognitive, and emotional effects of fatigue for maritime pilots.

Two plausible explanations for the differences between these professions are shift duration, and on-shift activity. First, maritime pilots have been known to complete shifts that can exceed 24 h duration [18, 19], which can result in a reduced amount of sleep. Research has indicated that a reduction in sleep quantity can result in increased behavioural and mood disturbance across various operational contexts [20]. The longer shifts performed by maritime pilots may explain why these pilots reported experiencing cognitive disruptions more frequently. This explanation is also consistent with broader maritime research, as previous investigations have demonstrated that a number of maritime-specific factors contribute to worker fatigue and decreases in cognitive and psychomotor performance (e.g., constant motion, interrupted sleep, excessive workload [21]).

Second, as the maritime industry moves to a greater reliance on automated systems [22], mariners are reporting increased fatigue due to the increased attentional demands of monitoring various electronic systems, for extended periods of time [1, 2]. For example, continuously monitoring dynamic navigational displays (e.g., electronic chart and display information system, RADAR) can reportedly result in the experience of excessive fatigue [23]. While navigational demands are becoming increasingly more complex with the advent of electronic navigational instrumentation [24], evidence indicates that attention and vigilance on psychomotor tasks decreases with the presence of fatigue during night shift [25]. Combined, these explanations are consistent with other maritime pilotage investigations that revealed work-related stress (e.g., shift-work) were a primary cause of health problems, including early fatigue and insomnia [9]. Therefore, it seems plausible that long shifts and the increased reliance on automated systems to improve efficiency may exacerbate worker fatigue and affect task performance.
An examination of the coping results from the present study revealed that maritime pilots consistently reported that keeping as organised as possible, and walking around were preferred coping strategies, regardless of vitality scores. As vitality scores decreased, maritime pilots reported that making an extra effort to fight fatigue, and keeping their minds busy and active were also important coping strategies. While results revealed no difference in coping strategies across reported vitality quartiles, these findings suggest a preference for behavioural coping strategies when vitality is high, and an increased preference for cognitive strategies when vitality decreases. When comparing the coping strategies adopted by maritime pilots with aviation pilots [14], a number of subtle differences in preferred coping strategies emerged. For example, maritime pilots reported the need to be organised and make an effort to fight fatigue, which were the 5th and 6th ranked strategies utilised by aviation pilots [14]. It may be the case that maritime pilots perceive a need to employ physical and cognitive strategies to manage the experience of fatigue.

The differences in preferred coping strategies point to some fundamental differences in the roles and responsibilities of each occupation. First, compared to commercial aviation pilots, typically only 1 maritime pilot is responsible for negotiating the passage plan with the ship captain prior to departure, and navigating the vessel [9]. The maritime pilot is solely responsible for ensuring that he/she is familiar with any relevant meteorological data, specific vessel details, expected traffic through the passageway and harbour during a manoeuvre, or any other job-relevant information. It is perhaps of little surprise then that maritime pilots perceive a need to employ physical and cognitive strategies to manage the experience of fatigue.

Second, the 2 industries differ in the acceptance of compulsory personnel resource management training. Within the aviation industry, crew resource management (CRM) training specifically targets the improvement of teamwork, attitudes, and skills of aviation crews, including pilots [26]. Extensive research on crew effectiveness suggests that the introduction of CRM in commercial aviation resulted in a decrease in human-error related accidents [27, 28]. Following the introduction of CRM, aviation pilots typically experience improved problem solving, decision making, and situational awareness. Similar training programs are evident within the maritime industry (e.g., Bridge Resource Management), yet they are not formally recognised and mandated as a requirement to perform maritime pilotage by the industry. Hence, the differences between maritime aviation pilots could be the consequence of resource management training.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Fatigue is known to be a subjective experience that can result in diminished physical and mental performance which has implications for people’s ability to undertake tasks in a safe manner [29]. Anecdotally, maritime researchers and pilotage organisations often turn to the aviation industry for guidance regarding what factors may influence pilot performance [4] due to perceived similarities in the respective roles (e.g., highly specialised knowledge). The present study investigated the symptoms of fatigue and subsequent coping strategies employed by maritime pilots. Results indicated that maritime pilots experience a variety of physical, behavioural, and cognitive fatigue symptoms, with some similarities to those reported by aviation pilots. Contrary to aviation pilots, the maritime pilots reported utilising self-sufficient coping strategies to deal with the experience of fatigue. These findings provide a preliminary insight into the challenges associated with maritime pilotage and provide a platform for future research to investigate the cognitive and behavioural impact of fatigue on maritime pilotage. Context specific research is recommended prior to the adoption of any existing fatigue or bridge resource management strategies to improve performance in maritime pilotage as these industries are very different domains.

**KEY POINTS**

- Maritime pilots experience a variety of physical, behavioural, and cognitive symptoms of fatigue during shift work, some of which were similar to those reported by aviation pilots.
- Maritime pilots reported utilising self-sufficient coping strategies to deal with the experience of fatigue when on-shift, which varied compared to those employed by aviation pilots.
- The differences reported between the maritime and aviation industries point to the need for further context specific research prior to the implementation of non-specialised resource management programs in the maritime domain.
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